MAIN LIBRARY LOST & FOUND
December 7, 2018

**Books:**
None

**Electronics:**
None

**Clothing:**
Brown and dark red gloves.
Black gloves with dots on the inside.
Black with a little gray waterproof gloves.
Black gloves w/gray tips on thumbs—and index finger.
Black gloves small.
Black cap with white logo in front and back.
Gray hat with pompom and a white stripe.
Gray hat with small blue stripe.
Gold hat logo *Under Armour*.
Black ear muffs.
Hawk cap black logo and gold stripes.
Gray hat logo World Series Champs—pompom letter C in red.
6 loose gloves rubber-banded together.
Gray knitted short scarf.
Multi-colored patterned scarf.
*Rock and Republic* medium-size winter coat.

**Misc.:**
10 assorted water bottles.
*Mr. & Mrs. Smith* DVD without case - does not belong to us or Iowa City public library & found in computer quite a while ago.

**ID cards sent to IowaOne Card**
**Jessup Hall:**
Christina Evelyn B.
Jiselle R
Aldo Antonio M.